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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA,
MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

When the Father revealed the Cross to His Son for the first time, Christ closed His eyes and let His
Heart go beyond suffering, fear and pain; He lifted His gaze to the Universe, to His Origin, to the
stars that floated in Heaven. Christ dove into the deep meaning of the Cross and contemplated the
Heart of God living a revelation and a renewal of Love.

Christ contemplated the Universe and saw the doors that would open, one by one, from the
Kingdom of the Father toward the hearts of men, creating a bond of unity among the dimensions.

Christ contemplated the errors made in the past during all the evolution of creatures that had been
born from the Heart of God and that, throughout their development, deviated from the path.

Christ contemplated how the blood, that would spring out from His Wounds, would be poured out
beyond the earth and reach the depths of the human condition, healing even the roots of unknown
evils, unconscious to men.

Christ saw the Cross that His Father was offering Him and found His Divine Mother accompanying
each one of His steps on Earth, as in the Infinite, renewing His human and inner strength and
helping Him to renew Himself in Love and surrender. 

Christ saw the Cross that His Father was offering Him and knew that he would endure it, throughout
the centuries, imprinted in the spiritual wound that He would carry in His Heart until the day of His
return to the world.

Christ recognized Himself as part of God and, placing His Eyes upon the Divine Essence of the
Creator that dwelled within His Chest, He knew that it would be God Himself Who would live this
offering of Love for His creatures.

Today, son, God offers a cross to the planet, as well as to each creature. Look at the situation of the
nations and the chaos on Earth and find this cross there, but go beyond it and know that, far beyond
suffering, surrender, inner confusion, there is Love that will arise from your heart if, like the Son of
God, you overcome these appearances and speak your "yes" to the Heart of the Father: "yes" to the
sacrifice lived for love, "yes" to forgiveness that overcomes all errors, "yes" to hope that transcends
chaos and makes apparent defeats, a divine victory.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


